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Key points: 

 The amount of acquired radiology imaging studies grows worldwide at a rapid pace. 

 Automated text report drafting promises an increase of reporting quality and as well quantity. 

 ChatGPT can be considered a substantial step forward towards the application of natural language 
processing in the drafting of radiological reports.  

 Current limitations are the handling of technical / medical terminology. 
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Abstract: 
Motive: The amount of acquired radiology imaging studies grows worldwide at a rapid pace. Novel 
information technology tools for radiologists promise an increase of reporting quality and as well quantity at 
the same time. Automated text report drafting is one branch of this development.  
Method: We defined for the present study in total 9 cases of distal radius fracture. Command files 
structured according to a template of the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) and to 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Osteosynthese (AO) classifiers were given as input to the natural language processing 
tool ChatGPT. ChatGPT was tasked with drafting an appropriate radiology report. 
Key results: A parameter study (n = 5 iterations) was performed. An overall high appraisal of ChatGPT 
radiology report quality was obtained in a score card based assessment. ChatGPT demonstrates the 
capability to adjust output files in response to minor changes in input command files. Existing shortcomings 
were found in technical terminology and medical interpretation of findings. 
Conclusions: Text drafting tools might well support work of radiologists in the future. They would allow a 
radiologist to focus time on the observation of image details and patient pathology. ChatGPT can be 
considered a substantial step forward towards that aim.  
 
 

Introduction 
Clinical radiology in the Western world is facing a major challenge due to the demographic factors of an 
aging population, which is resulting in a rising demand for imaging services. Without a substantial increase in 
clinical imaging capacity, this growing demand will lead to longer-than-recommended waiting times for 
patients and will negatively impact patient outcomes [1]. Radiology as a service provider within 
interconnected modern medicine must not be overlooked when evaluating patient outcome [2]. The 
capacity increase will be achievable, so we believe, by greater facilities and by greater productivity of those. 
One tool that offers far reaching opportunities is information technology (IT) that is based upon artificial 
intelligence (AI) [3]–[5]. So far, AI research in radiology has mostly been directed at image analysis [6]–[8]. 
However, AI may also have the power to make a valuable contribution to other steps of the process, eg to 

                  



work list prioritisation [9] or to drafting reports for communicating results [10]. The processing of utterances 
in ordinary language and the drafting of texts have recently received much attention [11], [12]. Accordingly, 
there is a lively discussion on the extent to which AI can be used to draft eg scholarly work [13] or legal 
analyses [14]. It is also debated how AI may be integrated into education [15]. One important reason for AI 
technology’s recent success in terms of user uptake is the ease in usability through simple user interfaces; an 
approach also known from eg data science projects [13].  
In this paper, we use ChatGPT. This program was trained relying on Reinforcement Learning from Human 
Feedback [14]. The following three steps were taken [12]: First, an earlier language model, GPT-3.5 was fine-
tuned using human conversations. Second, a reward model was built for reinforcement learning; for this, AI 
trainers ranked model outputs. Finally, a Proximal Policy Optimization Algorithm [15] was initialized with the 
fine-tuned model from step 1 and optimized using the reward model.  
It appears firm at the moment that these novel tools will find their way into medical writing [15]. Quality of 
AI generated reports and their evaluation so far remain a challenge; parameters and metrics for the 
evaluation of report quality are still in their infancy, the main challenge being to capture the entirety of 
information presented by the imaging exam [16], [17]. In spite of these difficulties, language based AI tools 
possess great potential. Elaboration through speech is deeply rooted in medical communication between 
doctors. Text-based explanation of AI tool decision making in medical application can even be preferred by 
doctors over eg visualisation through salience maps [18]. AI-supported IT solutions eg in complex cancer 
reporting promise to improve quality and compliance of procedures, including eg recommendation for 
imaging findings [19]. The risk of losing information in the clinical process can be lowered by language 
competent IT which provides AI structured reporting [20]. 
The aim of this present study was to test and evaluate currently available AI text drafting tools in a typical 
radiological context. We chose the description of distal radius fracture as this study’s focus pathology 
because this is a frequent and simple task. We refer the AI to the structure of a standard RSNA RadReport 
template [21] of the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA). Description of fragments and joint 
involvement follows the current Arbeitsgemeinschaft Osteosynthese (AO) classification [22]. Cases are 
defined by buzz words, see Table a. The output returned by the AI tool ChatGPT [12] is evaluated twofold. 
Python-based analyses are run for investigation of text similarity. Four radiologists specialising in MSK 
evaluate content by use of a score card, see Table b. 
 

Method and Materials 
In the present study, we test a language processing AI tool based on reinforcement learning and policy 
optimisation [14], [15] for its ability to draft competent radiology reports [12]. We define a total of 9 test 
cases of distal radius fracture, Table a. The input information for the report follows the structure of a typical 
RSNA template [21] in combination with the AO fracture classification [22]. 
RSNA template and AO classification 
The RSNA template for (avulsion) fracture of the wrist / hand is published under [21], see step 1 in Table c. It 
is classically structured in exam information, findings, and impression. For the present study, a further style 
format parameter was added: merging of findings / impression vs keeping both sections separate. 
Three sub / groups of AO distal radius fracture classification were chosen for the investigations in the 
present study. Three cases per sub / group were defined; giving a total of 9 cases for the present study 
(Table a). The study includes intra as well as extraarticular fractures, and gives different levels of eg 
displacement. The AO sub / group classifiers were [22]: 
1. 2R3A1 

o Type: Radius, distal end segment, extraarticular fracture 
o Group: Radius, distal end segment, extraarticular, radial styloid avulsion fracture 

2. 2R3A2.2 
o Type: Radius, distal end segment, extraarticular fracture 
o Group: Radius, distal end segment, extraarticular, simple fracture 
o Subgroup: dorsal displacement/tilt (Colles),  

3. 2R3B1.1 
o Type: Radius, distal end segment, partial articular fracture 
o Group: Radius, distal end segment, partial articular, sagittal fracture 
o Subgroup: Involving scaphoid fossa 

ChatGPT parameter study 

                  



The content of Table a was merged into one command file per case; the elements of the content were 
separated by commas with a generic command specification to write a radiology report in the beginning, 
example shown in step 2 of Table c. The command files were given as input to the text drafting tool [12]. 
Each command file was run for n = 5 iterations. Considering the additional study parameter on style (findings 
and impression separately vs impression only) and the total of 9 cases, the parameter study contains a total 
of 90 iterations. ChatGPT returned for each command file run a draft radiology report (step 3 in Table c). 
Numerical text evaluation by Python 
An assessment of drafted radiology reports with regard to possible omission of information or ability to 
reflect also minor changes from the input command files was performed. For that purpose, a bag of words 
tool was implemented in Python. Cosine similarity was extracted from the text files of the parameters study, 
range [0, 1]. Key word occurrence in command files was used as indicator vector space [23].  
Radiological score card 
For evaluation of text quality, the returned radiology report drafts were assessed independently by 4 expert 
radiologists. Three board certified radiologists with 17, 15, and 12 years of experience in radiology 
participated; as well as one radiology resident with 2 years of work experience.  
Each of the 90 text drafts was scored with regard to 5 categories: correctness of exam information and 
fracture findings, suitability of impression, grammar, and style format. In each of the 5 categories, a score 
from a 5 point Likert scale [-2, -1, 0, 1, 2] was assigned; expressing the reviewing radiologist’s level of dis / 
agreement, strong dis / agreement, or undetermination (Table b). During this process, the reviewers were 
blinded to the results of the other reviewers. 
The obtained scores from the 4 radiologists were assessed for interrater reliability. Observable agreement of 
the ordinal scale is performed using three different agreement measures:  

 exact agreement: identical scores from all reviewers  

 one-apart agreement: at most two neighbouring scores from all reviewers 

 weighted agreement: calculated by weights of Gwet [24] for ordinal scales, depending on agreement 
deviation. 

Further, chance-corrected agreement measures are assessed:  

 Gwet’s AC1/AC2, 

 Brennan-Prediger, 

 Conger’s kappa (generalization of Cohen’s kappa for multiple raters), 

 Fleiss’ kappa, 

 Krippendorff’s alpha. 
All chance corrected agreement coefficients are given by the same equation, see (Eq. 1): 

 

   
    
    

 (Eq. 1) 

 
Only the terms for observed agreement    and chance agreement    differ between different coefficients. 
These values are calculated from the scores of the different reviewers using eg [25].While the first three 
reliability coefficients are the most common ones, a problem arises in certain cases as mentioned in [26] due 
to high prevalence of a particular score. In [24], Gwet mentions that the problem of these so-called kappa 
paradoxes lies in the way agreement by chance    is defined. AC1 -in the weighted case AC2- as well as 
Brennen-Prediger tackle some of these effects and are more resistant of the effects of high singular score 
prevalence. For interpretation of the reliability coefficients, a cumulative interval membership probability 
(CIMP) approach is used with the Landis-Koch boundaries for assessing the results and 95% CIMP threshold 
[25]. 
 

Results 
In the four sections of this results chapter, sample text results will be shown, followed by an analysis of 
similarity between the generated text files. In the third and fourth section, the quality evaluation by the 
radiology sore card will be shown, together with obtained interrater reliability. 
Sample text results 
Table c contains under step 3 a sample text result returned as radiology report draft for the command file of 
case 1 defined for an AO 2R3A1 fracture (Table a). The style obtained in this sample was maintained 

                  



throughout the test runs of the present study. Dis / similarities between the returned drafts following 
changes to the command file are discussed in the next section. Table d and Fig. 4 will give greater details 
about reviewer reception. 
Numerical evaluation of ChatGPT reports in Python 
Fig. 1 shows the similarity matrix for the defined input command files (step 2 in Table c). The initial 
command line was omitted, so merged and separate findings / impression are both represented by the 
identical graph. Due to the in total 9 defined cases for the present study (Table a), a 9x9 matrix results. Only 
one half of the matrix is shown, considering the symmetry along the main diagonal. On the main diagonal, 
each command file is compared to itself; bag of words calculates a similarity of the maximum possible value 
1. Three plateau fields of high similarity along the main diagonal are obtained, each [3, 3] large. Those three 
plateaus correspond to the similarity between the three cases defined each for the three AO sub / group 
classifiers (AO 2R3A1, AO 2R3A2.2, AO 2R3B1.1 in Table a). Within these three plateaus which are still in the 
blue region of the colour bar, similarity of no less than 0.79 is obtained. Beyond those, similarity drops 
further to values as low as 0.56 on the yellow region of the colour bar (bottom left corner). 
For the n = 5 iterations run in the present study for each of the 9 command files, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the 
[9, 45] similarity half matrix as obtained by bag of words (for style setting findings / impression separately, 
and merged respectively). The [45, 9] matrices again are symmetric along the main diagonal as it is the case 
above for the matrix in Fig. 1 when comparing command file similarity. 
The total of 9 defined command files (3 each for AO 2R3A1, AO 2R3A2.2, AO 2R3B1.1 in Table a) also in Fig. 2 
and Fig. 3 results in three plateaus of high similarity. In this case, the three plateaus of [15, 3] symmetric half 
matrices are located as before along the main diagonal.  
The [5, 1] matrices making up the main diagonal all reached the maximum similarity value of 1. This holds 
true for Fig. 2, and Fig. 3. These fields stand for the comparison between the command file an the n = 5 
iterations. The similarity value of 1.0 reflects the command part to write a radiology report which contains 
“exact information” (step 2 of Table c). 
For findings / impression separately, the lowest similarity value within the [15, 3] plateaus is 0.79, equally 
0.79 for findings / impression merged. The lowest off plateau value in both cases is 0.56 in the lower left 
corner. These values are identical to what was seen before in Fig. 1 for command files comparison, reflecting 
again the command to use exact information. 
Summarising the observations from Fig. 1 to Fig. 3, bag of words in Python implementation demonstrates 
that text similarity reaches plateaus for the 3 command files each defined for the AO sub / groups AO 2R3A1, 
AO 2R3A2.2, AO 2R3B1.1 in Table a. This pattern is seen for the command files themselves, as well as the 
ChatGPT draft reports. A minor (or more pronounced) change of the command input file results in a small (or 
more pronounced) change in the obtained output files.  
Radiology score card: overall assessed quality level 
An analysis of the scores given by the 4 reviewers are shown for the 5 evaluation categories in Table d. The 
table lists for findings / impressions separately and merged the mode, median, range, mean, and standard 
deviation. The overall assessment of the quality of the report drafts was very positive. The lowest average 
score was obtained for the evaluation category “impressions suitable” with findings / impression separately 
at 1.08; still indicating overall reviewer response greater than simple agreement. The greatest average 
scores were obtained for “style format correctness” with 2.00 for both style types, findings / impression 
separate and merged. This reflects the reviewers’ view on the ability of ChatGPT to generate radiology 
report drafts on a highly competent level. Step 3 in Table c shows in detail an example text from this present 
study.  
When drafting findings / impression separately, the main criticism of reviewers concerned the category 
“suitability of impressions”. ChatGPT returned impressions which reviewers deemed too extensive, step 3 in 
Table c. Instead a more concise impression section after the complete listing of findings would have been 
preferred. Under the scores for merged findings / impression, the lowest average score was obtained for the 
category “exam information correct”. ChatGPT returned in this section of the parameter study repeatedly 
“dorsoplantar (DV) and lateral views” for the command line “projection imaging DV and lateral”. This 
reduced the obtained score as seen as incorrect by reviewers. The value of the category “fracture findings 
correct” is with 1.68 less than 1.94 obtained under findings / impression separately. Reviewers scored lower 
partly because the report detail “The acute onset of the injury and the rest of the bones and soft tissues are 
normal.” was considered incorrect as well. An acute injury should, by their opinion, not reported as 
“normal”. 

                  



Variation of reviewer scores when measured by standard deviation (Table d) increased for lower average 
scores. The lowest average scores (“impressions suitable” for findings / impression separately, and “exam 
information correct” for findings / impression merged) had the greatest standard deviation (1.08, and 1.20 
respectively). The lowest standard deviation was obtained at 0.00 for the category of “style format correct” 
which received a reviewer score of 2.00 for both, findings / impression separately and merged. 
Fig. 4 shows further the distribution bars of reviewer response. Each bar in Fig. 4 represents 180 scores: 9 
defined cases x 5 iterations x 4 reviewers, for simplicity normalised to percent [%]. The most frequently 
picked answer is +2 (strong agreement) in each of the 5 categories for both, findings / impression separately 
and merged. The score of 0 (undetermined) was not assigned by reviewers in the present study. Correlating 
to the standard deviation of 0.00, exclusively +2 scores were given by reviewers in the category “style format 
correct”. 
Radiology score card: interrater reliability 
Table d lists further the agreement between reviewers (exact, one-apart, and weighted) for the 5 evaluation 
categories. The resulting trends are consistent with the ones observable when analysing average and 
standard deviation. With dropping score averages, variation between reviewers increases, agreement 
measures decrease. The minimum agreement (by all three measures) is seen for “impressions suitable” 
when having findings / impression separate which had the lowest average score (1.08) in that style format. 
For findings / impression merged, the lowest agreement (according to one-apart and weighted match) is 
seen for “exam information correct” which received the lowest average score (1.39) in its respective style 
format. The best possible agreement of 1.00 is obtained for “style format correct”. 
The calculated interrater reliability measures from the scores of the 4 participating radiologists are shown in 
Table d. Considering the different interrater reliability coefficients for the unweighted (identity) as well as 
the weighted case with ordinal weights, the so-called kappa paradox is obtained in this study [26]. It results 
from the emphasis of the single score “strong agreement +2” (Fig. 4). Deviation in reviewer score choice 
reduces AC1+1 and Brennan-Prediger only marginally, while strongly reducint the kappa and alpha values. 
Low kappa and alpha (Conger's kappa, Fleiss' kappa, Krippendorff's Alpha) are matched with high agreement 
measured by AC1, AC2, and Brennan-Prediger. Using the Landis-Koch interpretation categories [25], the 
Brennan-Prediger as well as Gwet’s AC1/AC2 coefficient show “Moderate” to “Substantial” for the 
unweighted as well as “Substantial” to “Almost Perfect” change-corrected for the weighted case. Kappa and 
alpha reach only “Slight” agreement. 
 

Discussion 
In the present manuscript, the natural language processing tool ChatGPT was tested for its ability to draft 
competent radiology reports. In total 9 input command files were defined with findings in distal radius 
fracture, following the structure of an RSNA template and AO classification (Table a). Quality assessment 
relied on a score card test in which 4 expert radiology reviewers participated (Table b). An overall high 
appraisal of ChatGPT radiology report quality was obtained (Table c). “Strong agreement” with the ChatGPT 
draft was the most frequently given score by human reviewers in this study. Criticism of reviewers focused 
on the length of the impression section; a more concise version would have been preferred instead. ChatGPT 
showed limitations in its ability to deal with technical/medical terminology. Dorsovolar (DV) given as input in 
command files was misinterpreted by ChatGPT as dorsoplantar. Another example was the putting of an 
“acute onset of the injury” into an overall “normal” context.  
Text drafting tools might well support work of radiologists in the future. ChatGPT can be considered a 
substantial step forward towards that aim. Critical aspects in the future application of this technology will be 
eg potential for mass manipulation [27], but also substantial productivity increases [28].  
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Online supplement:  
ChatGPT parameter study with command files and (n = 5) iteration output files: 
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Table a: cases for defined parameter study 

  AO 2R3A1, case 
1 

AO 2R3A1, case 
2 

AO 2R3A1, case 
3 

AO 2R3A2.2, 
case 1 

AO 2R3A2.2, 
case 2 

AO 2R3A2.2, 
case 3 

AO 2R3B1.1, 
case 1 

AO 2R3B1.1, 
case 2 

AO 2R3B1.1, 
case 3 

Exam Projections projection 
imaging DV and 
lateral, 

projection 
imaging DV and 
lateral, 

projection 
imaging DV and 
lateral, 

projection 
imaging DV and 
lateral, 

projection 
imaging DV and 
lateral, 

projection 
imaging DV and 
lateral, 

projection 
imaging DV and 
lateral, 

projection 
imaging DV and 
lateral, 

projection 
imaging DV and 
lateral, 

 Joints distal radius 
fracture, 

distal radius 
fracture 

distal radius 
fracture, 

transvers distal 
radius fracture, 

transvers distal 
radius fracture, 

transvers distal 
radius fracture, 

distal radius 
fracture, 

distal radius 
fracture, 

distal radius 
fracture, 

 Side Left, Right, Right, Left, Left, Right, Right, Left, Right, 

Findings Fracture 
description 
Fracture 
orientation 
Intra-articular 
extension 
Articular 
surface 
involvement 

extraarticular,  
AO 
classification 
2R3A1,  
fragment size 
13 x 4 mm, 

extraarticular,  
AO 
classification 
2R3A1,  
fragment size 9 
x 3 mm 

extraarticular,  
AO 
classification 
2R3A1,  
fragment size 
15 x 5 mm 

extraarticular,  
AO 
classification 
2R3A2.2,  

extraarticular,  
AO 
classification 
2R3A2.2,  

extraarticular,  
AO 
classification 
2R3A2.2,  

intraarticular,  
wedge at 
scaphoid fossa, 
fragment size 
35 x 25 mm, 
AO 
classification 
2R3B1.1,  

intraarticular,  
wedge at 
scaphoid fossa, 
fragment size 
39 x 17 mm, 
AO 
classification 
2R3B1.1,  

intraarticular,  
wedge at 
scaphoid fossa, 
fragment size 
32 x 13 mm, 
AO 
classification 
2R3B1.1,  

 Fracture 
comminution 

no 
comminution, 

no 
comminution, 

no 
comminution, 

no 
comminution, 

no 
comminution, 

no 
comminution, 

no 
comminution, 

no 
comminution, 

no 
comminution, 

 Fracture 
fragment 
rotation 

minimal volar 
rotation in DV, 

minimal radial 
rotation in DV, 

no rotation, fragment dorsal 
tilt 30°, 

fragment dorsal 
tilt 20°, 

fragment dorsal 
tilt 50°, 

No rotation, No rotation, fragment dorsal 
tilt 30°, 

 Fracture 
fragment 
distraction 

distraction 
radial direction 
3 mm, 
distraction 
distal direction 
7 mm, 

distraction 
radial direction 
4 mm, 
distraction 
distal direction 
11 mm, 

distraction 
radial direction 
5 mm, 
no distraction 
distal, 

distraction 
dorsal direction 
6 mm, 
no distraction 
distal, 

distraction 
dorsal direction 
9 mm, 
distraction 
proximal 
direction 4 mm, 

distraction 
dorsal direction 
7 mm, 
no distraction 
distal, 

intraarticular 
step of 5 mm, 

intraarticular 
step of 8 mm, 

intraarticular 
step of 4 mm, 

 Soft tissue 
swelling 

soft tissue 
swelling around 
fragment, 

soft tissue 
swelling volar 
and palmar, 

soft tissue 
swelling at 
radial styloid, 

soft tissue 
swelling dorsal, 

massive soft 
tissue swelling 
dorsal, 

circular soft 
tissue swelling 
around the 
fracture site, 

soft tissue 
swelling dorsal, 

soft tissue 
swelling around 
the fracture, 

soft tissue 
swelling dorsal, 

 Fracture acuity Subacute, Acute, fracture age 
indeterminate, 

Acute, Acute, Subacute, Acute, Subacute, Acute, 

Additional 
information 

 rest normal rest normal rest normal rest normal rest normal rest normal rest normal rest normal rest normal 

Impression AI auto generated 

           

 

                  



 

Table b: radiology scoring card 

case iteration 

Exam 
information 
correct 

Fracture 
findings 
correct 

Impression 
suitable 

Grammar 
correct 

Style 
format 
correct 

(see Table a) Iteration: n = 1 
      n = 2      

 n = ..      

strongly agree 2 

agree 1 

undetermined 0 

disagree -1 

strongly disagree  -2 

 

Table c: step 1 structure of RSNA template for avulsion fracture of the hand [21] with additional style parameter for the present study 
with regard to merging of findings and impression, step 2 command file with sample values of case 1 of AO 2R3A1 from Table a, step 
3 text results returned, showing iteration n=1 for both findings / impression separately and merged 

Step 1: Input command file structure  
RSNA template for avulsion fracture of the hand [21] 

Exam  Projections 

 Joints 

 side 

Findings  Fracture description: [text] 

 Fracture comminution (Marked / Minimal / None) 

 Fracture orientation (Transverse / Oblique / Longitudinal) 

 Fracture fragment rotation (Marked / Minimal / None) 

 Intra-articular extension: [text] 

 Articular surface involvement (marked / minimal / none) 

 Fracture fragment distraction: [mm] 

 Soft tissue swelling (present / absent) 

 Fracture acuity (acute / subacute / chronic / age indeterminate) 

 Additional information 

Impression  [text] 

Additional study parameter  
Style format 

 Findings and impression, separately 

 Impression, only 

  

Step 2: command file specification 
AO 2R3A1, case 1 

- findings / 
impression 
separately 

Write a radiology report structured into exam, findings and impression which 
contains this exact information, don't add notes at the bottom: 

- findings / 
impression merged 

Write a radiology report structured into exam and impression which contains this 
exact information, don't add notes at the bottom: 

Specified findings 
Example: AO 
2R3A1, case 1 
Following the 
structure of the 
RSNA template for 
distal radius 

projection imaging DV and lateral, 
distal radius fracture, 
Left, 
extraarticular,  
AO classification 2R3A1,  
fragment size 13 x 4 mm, 
no comminution, 

                  



fracture [12] minimal radial rotation in DV, 
distraction radial direction 3 mm, 
distraction distal direction 7 mm, 
soft tissue swelling around fragment, 
Subacute, 
rest normal 

  

Step 3: sample text results 
AO 2R3A1, case 1, iteration n=1 

- findings / impression 
separately  
 

Exam: Projection imaging (DV and lateral) of the left distal radius 
 
Findings: Fracture of the distal radius, extraarticular. AO classification 2R3A1. 
Fragment size of 13 x 4 mm. No comminution. Minimal radial rotation in DV. 
Distraction in the radial direction of 3 mm, and in the distal direction of 7 mm. 
Soft tissue swelling around the fragment. Subacute injury. 
 
Impression: Distal radius fracture, extraarticular, AO classification 2R3A1. 
Subacute injury. No comminution and minimal radial rotation. Distraction in the 
radial direction of 3 mm and distal direction of 7 mm with soft tissue swelling 
around the fragment. Rest of the exam is normal. 

- findings / impression 
merged  
 

Exam: Projection imaging of the left distal radius was performed using both DV 
and lateral views. 
 
Impression: Subacute left extra-articular distal radius fracture, AO classification 
2R3A1, with a fragment measuring 13 x 4 mm. No comminution is present. The 
fracture fragment has minimal radial rotation in the DV view and distraction of 
3 mm in radial direction and 7 mm in distal direction. Soft tissue swelling is seen 
around the fragment, but the rest of the exam is normal. 

  

 

Table d: Central tendencies and variance of the 5-point Likert data of the responses, interpreted as ordinal data as well as interval 
data and their respective summary statistics. 

1. simple statistics of score card results 

style category mode median range mean std 

findings / impressions 
separate 

Exam information correct 2 2 3 1.96 0.33 

Fracture findings correct 2 2 1 1.94 0.24 

Impressions suitable 2 1 3 1.08 1.08 

Grammar correct 2 2 3 1.80 0.63 

Style format correct 2 2 0 2.00 0.00 

only impression 

Exam information correct 2 2 4 1.39 1.20 

Fracture findings correct 2 2 1 1.84 0.36 

Impressions suitable 2 2 3 1.68 0.62 

Grammar correct 2 2 1 1.68 0.47 

Style format correct 2 2 0 2.00 0.00 

2. reviewer agreement in score card results 

style match Exam 
informatio
n correct 

Fracture 
findings 
correct 

Impressions 
suitable 

Grammar 
correct 

Style format 
correct 

findings / 
impressions 

separate 

exact match 0.96 0.88 0.22 0.76 1.00 

one-apart 
match 

0.98 1.00 0.63 0.92 1.00 

                  



weighted 
match 

0.98 0.99 0.78 0.94 1.00 

only 
impression 

exact match 0.60 0.69 0.61 0.51 1.00 

one-apart 
match 

0.74 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00 

weighted 
match 

0.85 0.97 0.94 0.95 1.00 

3. interrater reliability in score card results 

Coefficient 
name 

value weights       confidence interval Benchmark: 
Landis-Koch 

AC1 
AC2 

0.69 identity 0.72 0.10 (0.65506, 0.72718) Substantial 

0.91 ordinal 0.94 0.27 (0.89467, 0.92811) Almost Perfect 

Brennan-
Prediger 

0.63 identity 0.72 0.25 (0.59021, 0.66905) Moderate 

0.81 ordinal 0.94 0.66 (0.77631, 0.83872) Substantial 

Conger's 
kappa 

0.12 identity 0.72 0.69 (0.08887, 0.14728) Slight 

0.12 ordinal 0.94 0.93 (0.09986, 0.14433) Slight 

Fleiss' kappa 
0.08 identity 0.72 0.70 (0.04532, 0.11561) Slight 

0.07 ordinal 0.94 0.93 (0.04007, 0.0965) Slight 

Krippendorff's 
Alpha 

0.08 identity 0.72 0.70 (0.04583, 0.11612) Slight 

0.07 ordinal 0.94 0.93 (0.04059, 0.09702) Slight 

 

 

Fig. 1: similarity matrix between command files, computed by bag of words in Python 

 

                  



 

Fig. 2: similarity matrix between command files and returned radiology report drafts under the style setting of findings / impression 
separately, computed by bag of words in Python 

 

                  



 

Fig. 3: similarity matrix between command files and returned radiology report drafts under the style setting of findings / impression 
merged, computed by bag of words in Python 

 

                  



 

Fig. 4: Score card results from the 4 reviewing radiologists for each of the 5 categories, shown separately for reports with findings / 
impression separately and merged. 
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